Final Instructions

I. Event ID # must be included in all correspondence in the subject line, on all
documents, on all hard copy forms such as on-site registrations, and on all electronic
formats including YouTube videos.
II. Video
A. One stationary video to be taken during the Thrill Time dance - Include all
zombies in one view, no panning, no close-ups.
III. Registration
A. Pre-registration - Dancers who have registered online on their local page or filled
out hard copy registration forms at dance practice. For larger events, wait until Thrill
Day to have the pre-registered dancers sign beside their entry at check in.
B. Walk-in Registration - Dancers who have not pre-registered.
1. Have dancers read and fill out the Responsibility Waiver. This form can be
used for adults and minors. Parents and legal guardians must register for minors.
2. Media and volunteers - Please use the Media And Volunteer Agreement Form.
3. Event Managers may select the option of name tags, bracelets, arm bands,
wrist bands, or hand stamps. This is to signify who has signed the waiver and is
dancing.
IV. Countdown - Have a designated person watching the countdown clock and
announce the countdown beginning with 10 seconds left until Thrill Time. All dancers
count out loud and include in the official video.
V. Thriller music: Use 5 min 58 second version.
VI. Count Off
A. 10-20 minutes before Thrill Time - Assemble zombies in the dance area and
count how many for the total number of dancers. This is the number you will
report, not the number registered. It helps for the dancers to straighten their lines
for the counting to go quickly
B. Make sure everyone has their arm band, stamp, name tag, etc.
VII. After Thrill Time
A. Upload video to YouTube: Thrill The World+Your Area+Official Video+Year+ID
B. Submit Event Reporting Form - Will be posted before, on, or after Thrill Day.

